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FOREWORD

Open banking means significant change for 
the retail sector, especially in payments Wired 
magazine recently said that it would make it  
possible to pay with lightning speed directly from  
a bank account – in effect, creating an Amazon 
‘One Click Checkout’ for the entire internet. 

Indeed, a recent study from Icon Solutions on the 
post-PSD2 payments landscape estimated that such 
“instant payments” from consumer to merchant  
bank accounts will hit €725 billion within the  
decade, accounting for roughly €338bn of direct  
eCommerce expenditure.

Retailers are being handed the ability to create 
their own payment products linked directly to 
those consumer bank accounts. Imagine having a 
supermarket loyalty app that can make payments too. 
To customers these are simple debit propositions, but 
the fact that they do not use the existing issuing and 
acquiring “rails” changes the dynamics as retailers 
will be able to steer consumers towards these faster, 
cheaper and simpler propositions

The real revolution, though, is data. In the Wired 
piece, having talked to the key players and examined 
the key concepts, Rowland Manthorpe draws an 
important conclusion: this revolution is not “just a 
technical fix, or even a solution specific to banking, 
but a new way of dealing with the twenty-first 
century’s most sought-after resource, personal data”. 
He is spot on. Identity is, as some people maintain, 
the new money. 

With retailers able to access consumer bank account 
data, the sector will be able to imagine new ways 
of doing business. Merchants can reduce risk for 
financial products such as installment payments and 
loan origination at the POS. They can tailor products 
and services to more accurately meet customer 
needs. They can (through the inevitable deployment 
of machine learning) reduce fraud.

Yet as the research conducted for Consult Hyperion 
and CCgroup shows, half of retailers are unware of 
the impending changes and only one-third is ready 
to comply with PSD2. Surprisingly, only a third of 
retailers are planning to take action and even a smaller 
proportion regard it as an opportunity, with the 
majority viewing it as a threat. They are wrong! 

Retailers are one of the principal groups able to 
take advantage of the shift to open banking and 
they should be planning – now – to exploit it to 
the full. Only with the help of the retail technology 
community will this be possible.  

The impending shift to “open banking” through the 
implementation of the Second Payment Services 
Directive (PSD2) in Europe and, even sooner, the 
implementation of the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA) “remedies” in the UK, means  
radical change and not just in banking. For the  
whole retail sector, this revolution presents a 
wonderful opportunity to both reduce the costs 
of doing business and to deliver new and better 
services to customers. 
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KEY FINDINGS 

METHODOLOGY 

RETAILERS NEED EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY TO  
CAPITALISE ON PSD2 

These consequences could be negative, such as 
increasing online abandonment, or positive, such 
as dramatically reducing payment processing 
fees. Whether PSD2 is a threat or opportunity for 
merchants depends on awareness, education and 
technology. And the retail technology community 
has a major role to play for in all three. 

Our survey of major UK retailers has revealed that 
barely fifty percent know what PSD2 is, two thirds 
aren’t ready to comply, and a third are unware of the 
effect of the regulation on their business. Given the 
impending and seismic impact of PSD2 this is deeply 
worrying. 

In particular there seems to be a fundamental lack 
of understanding around how PSD2 can not only 
address existing problems but also open up new 
opportunities. Just 16% of merchants are seeking to 
‘take advantage’ of the new regulation. For example: 

•  Existing problem: 

     -   Only 52% are aware fraud could be reduced  
by new authentication methods

     -   39% are unaware that card fees can be 
dramatically reduced by using the bank 
network

•  New opportunity: 

     -   Just 39% will use the customer data for   
profiling and insight

     -   Only 32% will develop tailored offerings  
and loyalty programmes 

There is a vaccum of education and knowledge that 
retail technology providers need to fill.  The lack of 
education around the opportunities and threats means 
that 67% of retailers don’t think PSD2 will have much 
of an impact on their business. As a result, the majority 
are left in a state of paralysis with two thirds of retailers 
unable to confirm what they will do to meet regulatory 
requirements.  

There are positives however. Encouragingly for retail 
technology providers, more than 60% do plan to act. 
While they may not understand the regulation and 
its impact, they certainly want to capitalise on the 
opportunities it presents. A staggering 94% of retailers 
want to reduce card fees (which PSD2 can deliver)  
for example. 

The research indicates that merchants are unaware 
of the impact of the regulation and the urgency for 
them to act. However, when presented with how 
PSD2 could make a positive impact on their business, 
the vast majority are keen to capitalise but say they are 
awaiting a final decision. 

PSD2 could be an opportunity or threat. Which one 
depends on the reaction of the retail technology 
community that needs to educate the market and 
deliver the technology solutions to mitigate the threats 
and capitalise on the opportunities. 

This report explains PSD2 in the context of retailing, 
reveals the state of readiness among major merchants 
in the UK, outlines the changes that PSD2 will impose 
on retailers, and examines the opportunities it creates 
for the retail technology community.

Major retailers are in the dark 
when it comes to PSD2 

- 48% are unaware of PSD2 

- 67% aren’t ready to comply   
 with PSD2  

- 32% aren’t aware of the   
 effect on their business 

Retail technology investments 
are reactive not strategic

- 81% purchase new    
 technology ‘in response   
 to technology advances’

- Only 29% see capitalising on  
 new regulation and opening  
 up new revenues as key  
 drivers for investment 

PSD2 is perceived as a threat 
not an opportunity

- Only 16% of retailers are   
 seeking to ‘take advantage’   
 of the new regulation 

Retailers don’t realise PSD2  
will change their business  

- 67% of retailers don’t think   
 PSD2 will have much of  
 an impact 

- Only 16% think PSD2 will   
 have a major impact 

Majority of retailers are in  
a state of paralysis 

- On average only a third  
 of retailers plan to    
 take action

- 10% aren’t even sure   
 what they have planned 

Once PSD2 opportunities are 
explained – especially cost 
savings – retailers want to 
capitalise

- 94% of retailers would like   
 to reduce card fees 

- 74% want to reduce the 
 impact of the fraud  
 data breaches 

Retailers are ready to act 

- 60% on average are either   
 ready or will be ready once   
 final decisions are made 

One of most disruptive changes to retail technology starts on January 13th 
2018, yet the general reaction from merchants appears to lie somewhere 
between perplexity and paralysis. PSD2 is no ordinary piece of legislation. 
Designed to promote competition and innovation in the payments industry 
it will have the unintended consequence of re-shaping retail technology, 
and the fate of European retailers.
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The survey was conducted for Consult Hyperion and CCgroup by Sapio 
Research. It is based on responses from 31 tier one (turnover over £500m) 
and tier two retailers (turnover between £30-£500m) in the UK. 

Respondents are all senior decision makers.  
Titles include: CFO, CIO, Head of IT, Head of Payments

All respondents have been involved in a major technology purchase in the last 6-12 months. 

What was the turnover of your organisation in the last financial year? 

£30 million - £100 million

£101 million - £250 million

£251 million - £500 million

£500 million + 16%

10%

23%

52%
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PSD2 has four central ambitions

PSD2 comes into force on January 13th 2018 – with one important caveat, 
which we discuss below. It will apply to all payment service providers – 
particularly banks – within the European Economic Area and the UK  
government has confirmed that the UK will adopt the directive in full,  
regardless of the Brexit negotiations. The regulation has transformative potential.  

INTRODUCE OPEN BANKING 

PSD2 enables open banking by 
requiring that banks publish APIs that 
allow 3rd parties access to customer 

account information and to make 
payments directly from their accounts

ENCOURAGE INNOVATION

By providing open banking, there is 
scope for new players to innovate, 
which makes it likely that new ideas 
about payments will be created and 

the market will start to change

PROTECT CONSUMERS 

PSD2 introduces Strong Customer 
Authentication, designed to improve 
the security of transactions using two 
factor authentication that will secure 

customer data, prevent fraud and 
mitigate data breaches

GENERATE COMPETITION 

Opening up access to payments to 
outsiders will generate opportunity and 

create competition in a market that 
was previously dominated by banks, 
who could still succeed after PSD2

At the heart of PSD2 are two critical innovations:

1.  Access to Account (XS2A). XS2A mandates all 
payment account holding institutions (mainly 
banks) open up three APIs which will allow: 
 
•  Payments to be made directly from   
 consumer accounts (PISP Payments) 
•  Account information to be retrieved by  
 third parties 
•  Information about the funds available on  
 any account to be queried

These apparently simple changes create a new, 
ubiquitous payments and account information 
management infrastructure in parallel with the current 
payment card schemes. Critically it means consumers 
won’t need to share card or other payment details 
with retailers. 

2.  Strong Customer Authentication (SCA). 
SCA mandates that all payments must be 
authorised by the consumer using two factor 
authentication including: 
 
•  Possession: something you possess such  
 as a mobile phone 
•  Knowledge: something you know such as  
 a memorable phrase 
•  Inherence: something inherent to you,   
 such as a fingerprint or your face

Liability rests with the party that prevents SCA from 
occurring but the account holding institution always has 
the right to request SCA, regardless of circumstances. 
SCA may apply to all payments - including all existing 
forms of payment such as payment cards – and if a 
retailer fails to support it, that payment will sometimes, 
unpredictably, be declined. It cannot be avoided, 
although with the support of intelligent retail and risk 
management technology it can be managed, and 
potentially offers significant benefits to farsighted 
merchants.

For various technical reasons, although PSD2 comes 
into force on January 13th 2018 the requirements 
on SCA do not apply for approximately another 18 
months and will be invoked around September 2019. 
At that point the full force of these regulations will 
come into play.

Enter the Payment Intermediataries 

To understand how PSD2 is being implemented we need understand a new class of payment service provider 
specified by PSD2 – the so-called Third Party Payment Service Provider or TPP.

There are three types of new intermediaries and open APIs under PSD2:

 

 
The first type of these PSPs enables direct payment service from bank accounts to retailers (PISP Payments), 
the second type permits the creation of new retail-led consumer products, and the third type provides 
consensual access to historical customer transaction data.

With the right technology and the right business models this could be revolutionary.

WHAT IS PSD2?

Payment Initiation PSP (PISP)
PISP payments:

3 allow for direct contact between a   
 bank and the customer

3 involve a direct payment from  
 the bank to the merchant

3 use the “push” method of payment

Card Issuing PSPs 
Service that:

3 allows companies that do not hold   
 funds to issue cards to customers

3 lets third parties check banks to  
 see if the card-holder has the  
 necessary funds to make a payment

Account Information PSPs (AISP) 
Service that:

3 allows a customer to grant permission  
 to a third party to access their bank   
 details



PSD2 is not optional, it is mandated. 

If a consumer wants to pay from their bank account and make a PISP 
payment, then SCA is needed to secure that transaction. In eCommerce 
merchants can no longer elect to take liability for unauthorised payments 
and without taking early action they’ll be faced with increased levels 
of transaction abandonment and the loss of customers to more alert 
competitors. As a minimum, retailers need to invest in the technology to 
support SCA and frictionless risk management or face declined transactions 
and increased friction.

Our research suggests that many retailers are unaware of PSD2 and  
the majority are unprepared – caught in a state of paralysis that is 
reactionary rather than strategic. Merchants are not ready to deal with  
the consequences of PSD2, let alone take advantage of the opportunities.

While it creates restrictions, it also opens up new 
opportunities. PSD2 is innovation disguised as 
compliance.

It has the potential to transform the shop floor, 
improve customer engagement, de-risk transactions 
and prevent data breaches, and reduce the cost of 
payments. 

The opportunity for retail technology companies is to 
use the mandate to deliver more advanced solutions 
that will drive retail engagement. The merchants 
and the technology partners that do this well will 
gain market share, drive down costs and improve 
customer loyalty. 

WHY DOES THIS MATTER FOR RETAILERS? RETAILERS: UNAWARE, UNPREPARED AND PARALYSED 
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PSD2 payments are 
cheaper for the 

merchant because 
the fees may be less 

than those in current 
payments

In physical stores,
mobile payments on 

PSD2 systems
could maximise floor 
space for merchants 

in store

PSD2 payments are 
more secure online 

because no card
details are given

from customer to
merchant

A mobile app  
would potentially

allow merchants to 
gather omnichannel 

data about their
customer base

PSD2 payments are 
optimised for online, 
particularly mobile, 
meeting the needs 
of younger, digital 

natives

Unique and detailed 
information about a 

customer 
from bank data can 
inform personalised 

offers

If used in a physical 
store, continued use 

could lead to
Strengthened loyalty 

from a merchant’s
customer base

Merchants can
 personalise the

terms of a payment
to an individual with 

lowered risk

 There are numerous ways in which PSD2 could be valuable to merchants:

Unaware 

48% of retailers aren’t aware of PSD2.

Are you aware of the Second Payment Services 
Directive (PSD2)?

 

Unprepared

67% of retailers aren’t prepared to comply with PSD2. 

How well prepared is your organisation for PSD2? 

Paralysed 

Approximately a third of retailers can confirm they’ll take action with the majority awaiting decisions. 

Is your organision ready to take action as a result of PSD2 legislation?

 

Only 52% realise that their fraud liabilities can be mitigated by SCA, only 61% have understood that card fees 
can be dramatically reduced. Just 39% are considering using access to customer data for advanced analytics 
and only 32% are looking at developing tailored offerings. This lack of understanding means that two thirds of 
retailers don’t think PSD2 will make much of a difference to their business. 

With retailers caught in a state of paralysis, retail technology companies need to inject impetus, educate the 
market, and develop the solutions that turn compliance into innovation. 

52%   Yes

48%   No 

29% 

48% 

19% 

Very well prepared Not prepared at allQuite well prepared Not well prepared

67%

3% 

52%   Yes

48%   No 

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A



Customer profiling and insight

Direct access to consumer bank account data, and 
matching that to retailer data, allows for a much 
more rounded picture of consumers to be created. 
Merchants can identify consumers who are better 
credit risks, those who have mortgages, those who 
have cars, and a whole range of other information  
that can be used to help drive future returns.

Nearly two-thirds of retailers weren’t considering this 
as an option. Many retailers were concerned about 
consumer consent which we believe to be misplaced. 
Historically consumers have given varying levels of 
consent as long as they are getting something tangible 
in return. 

Retail technology providers/solutions

• Payment aggregators – merging merchant and 
issuer data to provide a 360-customer view 

• Data analytics – mine data to uncover risks and 
opportunities 

• CRM – integration of consolidated payment data 
into wider customer engagement

• Machine learning – use data to predict consumer 
behaviour and spending patterns  

Avoid card fees

Companies like Facebook, PayPal and Amazon 
have already started to encourage their customers 
to initiate PISP Payments directly from their bank 
accounts rather than use payment cards. With PSD2 
the option will be mandated, allowing retailers to 
avoid merchant card fees to acquirers entirely. Online 
retailers will get a major boost as they don’t have to 
take liability and will see a reduction in chargebacks.

Frankly, given the likely cost benefits, we were 
surprised that this wasn’t top of the retailer hit list. 
A staggering two-thirds of our surveyed retailers 
weren’t actively considering this. 

Retail technology providers/solutions

• PSPs – provide access to alternative payment 
methods

• Authentication – to secure these new payment 
methods  

• Biometrics – frictionless authentication will drive 
adoption of new methods 

• mPOS – acceptance of bank account payments 

Retailers want access to alternative payment solutions 
– as long as they are intuitive and don’t push up staff 
costs, suppliers should be developing such offers, 
focusing on the cost saving benefits.

Tailored offerings and loyalty programs

Loyalty and targeted offers have a patchy record 
today – in fact implementing these programs is 
seriously difficult. However, in a PSD2 world the 
opportunity to identify consumer preferences 
and target them dynamically is open to all. It will 
be possible to drive targeted offers directly to 
consumers at the point at which they will be most 
likely to take advantage of them. 

We expect to see a new class of intermediaries emerge 
which look to use historic account, shopping data 
and new bank account information to make mobile 
interventions that drive physical commerce. Most of 
the technology needed to make this work already 
exists – but turning this into an integrated, deployable 
solution is critical.

While we see this as a huge opportunity barely a third 
of our retailers are looking at this seriously.

Retail technology providers/solutions

• New data aggregators – combine data sources to 
drive in-store customer engagemement 

• Data analytics – stitching together a single 
customer view and forecasting preferences 

• Loyalty providers – develop and manage offers and 
programmes 

• Wi-Fi & Bluetooth – proximity based data to target 
consumers at ‘moments that matter’

• Display & Out of Home – using visual assets and 
proximity to attract and engage  
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OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS

Opportunities 

PSD2 can reduce data breach and compliance costs

Payments initiated from a bank account don’t require 
retailers to hold any card or card equivalent details. 
This in turn removes PCI compliance costs, reduces 
customer data held, and limits the attraction and 
ramifications of a data breach. This was the most 
recognised impact, with 42% of retailers aiming to 
reduce risk by reducing customer data held. 

Unfortunately, retailers are probably wrong about the 
magnitude of this benefit and while PSD2 will drive 
payments from bank accounts, it is unlikely to eradicate 
card payments any time soon given how ingrained 
and ubiquitous they are. Ironically the one area where 
retailers do have an appreciation of PSD2 is the area 
where they are probably wrong. 

Retail technology providers/solutions

• Payment service providers – provide regulated 
access to third parties

• Data security – secure this data access to avoid  
data leakage 

• Digital marketing – promote payments from  
bank accounts 

• Authentication – providing SCA to payment 
providers to secure transctions 

 

The removal of physical PoS devices

Payments from bank accounts do not require the 
physical or security overhead of a POS device or PIN 
pad. Instead, retailers can use internet connected 
devices through the store for PSD2 “acceptance”  
where the consumer pays by using the staff or their 
own device to login to their bank account.

39% of our surveyed retailers think this will happen, 
while a further 32% are considering it. We believe this 
is simply the reality of the existing retail environment 
– removing PoS adds to floor space and if the 
replacement pushes the onus of checkout onto 
consumers it reduces staff costs as well.

Retail technology providers/solutions

• mPOS providers – SCA and API compliant staff 
devices for payment and customer support

• App developer – deliver a retail app that allows 
consumers to self-checkout

• Digital receipts – apps rather than physical POS 
reduces need for paper  

• Visual search – driving consumers to an app opens 
up ancillary capabilities like visual search 

PSD2 creates opportunities and threats for retailers, but the level of 
appreciation for either is relatively low. Here we review the major 
implications of the regulation, retailer appreciation and how retail 
technology can provide the solutions. 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices in-store 
thanks to push payments via mobile Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 

(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Use bank customer data for customer profiling  
and insight  

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Use bank customer data to develop tailored offerings 
and loyalty programmes

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Use “push payments” to take payment directly from a 
customer’s bank account

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and 
compliance costs  

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 

39% 26% 10% 26% 

39% 55% 

32% 39% 6% 

6% 

6% 

26% 

29% 48% 13% 

26% 

13% 

42% 16% 16% 

39% 32% 16% 

Yes Don’t knowPossibly, but not final decision No N/A

Reduce risk of fraud, impact of data breaches and compliance costs 
(e.g. PCI DSS) as the merchant doesn’t receive customer payment details 

Remove some physical Point of Sale devices 
in-store thanks to push payments via mobile 

Use bank customer data for customer profiling and insight  

Use “push payments” to take payment directly
from a customer’s bank account and avoid card fees 

Use bank customer data to develop tailored 
oerings and loyalty programmes

Use push payments to encourage customers 
to pay using their mobile in-store 

The ability to personalise the terms of a payment 
to an individual with lowered risk

Shift to a new card scheme or set-up your own

42% 32% 10% 16% 

39% 32% 3% 

3% 3% 

3% 

19% 
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Threats

What concerns do you have over PSD2? 

What concerns do you have over PSD2? 

Lower risk and expand financial services 

Access to bank account data allows a retailer to 
more accurately assess the risk associated with a 
consumer. In turn they can offer favourable payment 
and credit arrangements to drive transaction 
volumes, reduce risk and improve the consumer 
experience. Under PSD2 a retailer could offer a 
wallet with a companion payment card/mobile app 
and connect this to funding accounts, and critically 
consumer data, from other banks. Adding merchant 
specific credit lines to the new retailer account 
would further expand the range of payment options 
and allow retailers to evolve their financial service 
offerings. 

Retailers can offer multiple payment options to 
consumers based on their account data: pay later 
and pay on delivery options or de-risked access 
to loans for larger purchases. Mixing these models 
could allow consumers to spread payments at much 
lower rates of interest based on continued access 
to account details for risk management. This allows 
merchants and TPPs to disintermediate loan offerings 
from banks – precisely the type of disruption in 
financial services that the EU is looking to promote.

Nearly 70% of our surveyed retailers are either 
actively investigating or considering this type of 
service.

Retail technology providers/solutions

• PSPs – enable more flexible payment and  
credit models 

• Risk management – combine existing credit  
data with bank data to reduce risk 

• UX – integrate payment/credit options into  
the customer journey online to drive sales

• CRM – provide offers to existing customers  
with favourable payment terms 

The return of the store card

PSD2 will create a new class of PSP – an entity that 
issues cards but does not hold accounts or funds. This 
allows retailers to create an account with a companion 
‘store card’ connected to actual bank accounts, where 
the consumer can manage how it is funded, like 
PayPal. When such “decoupled debit” offerings were 
tried before they were popular with the merchants but 
not so much with the banking sector: now they have 
no choice but to implement them.

Despite only 13% of retailers considering this, this is 
a quick win for merchants with signficiant volumes 
of face-to-face transactions and/ or with strong 
customer brands. These new types of cards offer 
far more control to merchants than old-style co-
branded offers. We doubt that many merchants will 
issue cards themselves. So there’s a big opportunity 
for intermediaries who can create programes that 
use data to enable new types of payments and offers 
– especially via a retailer mobile app – in online and 
offline environments. 

Retail technology providers/solutions

• New payment provider – connecting data, 
payments and offers online and offline

• Acquirers – switch transactions over PSD2 APIs 
• Issuers/managers – issue cards and manage 

programmes for retailers 
• App developers – integrate data and payments  

into retailer apps 

With growing popular concern over data sovereignty, 
and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
around the corner, clearly consumers will not allow just 
anyone access. But where the benefit is clear, and the 
brand is trusted, it will happen.     

Transaction abandoment 

A second area of concern from nearly a quarter of 
retailers was that SCA will have a negative impact on 
business, although interestingly 42% thought there 
would be no difference. 

Do you think SCA will have a positive or negative 
impact on your business?

In physical retail that confidence may be justified 
– Chip and PIN meets the requirements of SCA, 
although detailed changes mean more contactless 
payments may be pushed to PIN entry. 

For online payments, however, PSD2 will introduce a 
variety of authentication methods, with the resulting 
friction unlikely to improve transaction abandonment 

statistics. Our research suggested that 87% of our 
merchants thought the banks would provide SCA 
methods that were secure, but only 58% thought 
they would be fast or easy to use. However, what 
none have considered is the proliferation of SCA 
methods that banks will provide – from PIN to 
facial recognition. The retail technology community 
needs to start working with banks urgently to avoid 
confusion and ultimately, loss of merchant revenues.

Training, returns and death of the high street

Beyond privacy and abandonment there were a range 
of other concerns with roughly equal weighting:

• Proliferation of payment methods would lead to 
increased costs, particularly around training staff

• Fears that the investment required simply won’t 
reap worthwhile returns

• PSD2 will lead to rising ecommerce and falling 
bricks and mortar sales

While these are all legitimate worries, unfortunately 
we don’t think that ignoring PSD2 is going to improve 
the situation. These are costs that are consequential 
upon the introduction of the regulation – and the 
time to dispute these is long past. 

Now the challenge is how retailers use this forced 
investment to take advantage of the opportunity. And 
it’s down to the retail technology sector to explain 
the issues and promote the benefits.

Consumer privacy concerns

Top of the list is the fear that consumers will limit access to account details due to privacy concerns. While this is 
a valid concern, consumers will provide access if the incentive is immediate and tangible, not in the distant and 
ephemeral. Existing large internet retailers and payment service providers will offer immediate loyalty bonuses  
for allowing access to accounts, an offer that is backed up by their strong brands.
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THE FUTURE 

ABOUT CONSULT HYPERION ABOUT CCGROUP

EDUCATION

Which of the following best describes the current state of your business in relation to PSD2?

In the medium to long term do you think PSD2 will? 

When asked about the current state of their business in relation to PSD2, the majority of retailers (42%) are 
evaluating options – a state of paralysis in our view given the immediate need for compliance. This is followed 
by a third (32%) focused on ensuring compliance, with a dismal 16% looking to develop new propositions and 
take advantage of the regulation.  

Once PSD2 is explained, over 50% of our retailers intend to take some action, so there is an immediate 
opportunity for retail technology providers. 

However, arguably the biggest concern isn’t where retailers are today, it’s what they expect to happen tomorrow. 

67% of retailers don’t believe PSD2 will have a major 
impact. They are wrong. 

Even those that see the regulation as purely a 
compliance issue are going to be in for a shock 
unless they are properly informed and take action. 
Even at the simplest level, online merchants that 
do nothing will see costs increase and an increase 
in declined transactions. In store there may be an 
increase in the number of contactless transactions 
driven to Chip and PIN unless action is taken. And this 
is only the simplest level of compliance.

More far sighted retailers need to begin work today 
if they’re to turn compliance into competitive 
advantage by using new consumer data and payment 
types to deliver a range of services to improve 
consumer engagement and improve financial returns.

To really take advantage of the opportunity, to 
drive benefits to the retail community and the 
consumers they serve, requires a major programme 
of technology investment and market education by 
retail technology and service providers. 

Retailers that do nothing will see increased levels of 
online abandonment and declined transactions and 
those that do the minimum will see increased costs 
for, at best, no increased revenues.  

The smart move is to capitalise on the opportunity. 
With a wider lens this is inevitable, whether today 
or tomorrow. The fundamentals of PSD2 are the 
creation of data, payment and security-led APIs. 
These provide the cornerstones for delivering an 
engaging, yet safe and frictionless omnichannel 
shopping experience, with mobile at the centre.

While retailers continue to evaluate the situation, 
dominant internet providers of retail, search and 
payment solutions are investing to take advantage 
of the regulation. Of course, they’re looking to drive 
down costs, but they’re more interested in better 
access to consumer data to improve customer 
intelligence. Increasingly mobile technology is 
allowing these players to move from online to 
physical interactions.

The threat to established merchants who fail to 
react and develop their own customer engagement 
programmes will only grow.

However, those retailers that embrace PSD2 and 
work with their technology and services suppliers 
will see significant benefits, which may be greater 
than simply taking sales away from competitors. 
The EU designed PSD2 to create competition and 
innovation in the payments sector, but its unintended 
consequences will spread much further – retailers 
have a once in a generation opportunity to reinvent 
themselves. 

Retailers currently have neither the information nor 
the technologies to either comply or capitalise. The 
retail technology community must urgently educate 
the market and develop the solutions before it’s too 
late for merchants.  

Consult Hyperion is an independent strategic and 
technical consultancy, based in the UK and US, 
specialising in secure electronic transactions. We 
help organisations around the world exploit new 
technology for secure electronic payments and 
identity transaction services from mobile payments 
and Chip & PIN, to contactless ticketing and smart 
identity cards. Our aim is to support our clients in 
delivering their strategy. We define, design, develop 
and deploy solutions using a practical approach 
and our expert knowledge of relevant technologies. 
We have globally recognised expertise at every 
step in the electronic transaction value chain, from 
authentication, access and networks, to transactional 
systems and applications.

 

 

 

Retail technology providers need to capitalise on 
PSD2 by educating the market, influencing retailers 
and promoting their solutions. In increasingly 
competitive market it is difficult to raise awareness, 
stand out from the crowd, and establish the proof 
points that support successful sales.

CCgroup has worked with numerous retail 
technology providers companies – big and small  
– to overcome these barriers. Our experience 
includes payment giants like Visa, POS companies  
like VeriFone, and in-store technology providers 
like Everseen. 

CCgroup has reserved additional details and 
unique findings from this study for the exclusive 
use of existing clients. For more information about 
the influencer study, and advice specific to your 
company and its goals, please get in touch.

PSD2 can be either an opportunity or a threat. Either way it cannot be 
ignored or avoided. 

Nearly half of retailers are unaware of PSD2 let alone the compliance 
requirements and wider opportunities and threats. 

Ensuring you’re compliant with the regulation (e.g. ensuring 
two factor authentication is being used to secure payments)

Looking to take advantage of the regulation to develop 
new propositions (e.g. in-store mobile check-out)

Current evaluting options

Other 10%

42%

32%

16%

Have no impact at all on your business 6%

Have a minor impact on your business 61%

Have a major impact on your business 16%

Unsure of impact 16%

67%
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